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Patient Visits

Caring for patients is the root that nourishes the Division’s mission and six strategic priorities. Once again,
many of our practices increased the number of patient visits for FY19. This year, GIM also embarked on
telehealth (or virtual) visits, which provides a more convenient way for patients to access their provider for a
face-to-face visit. So far, 73 visits using video teleconferencing technology have been completed across two
clinics. The WISH clinic led the charge into this new care delivery frontier. These efforts are indicative of the
passion our providers and staff have for providing the best care day-in and day-out.
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The Palliative Care Education team has been unstoppable when it comes to getting their programs on the map!
A primary palliative care (PC) specialization of five courses is now accessible internationally through Coursera,
a platform for massive open online classes. Their signature specialization, ‘Palliative Care: It’s Not Just Hospice
Anymore’, launched in fall of 2018 and has received positive feedback from learners around the world.
Recognition has not stopped there: The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education approved a
demonstration project which allows physicians who complete the program to sit for the board exam in Hospice &
Palliative Medicine. This will be the first ever non-residential fellowship. The impact of PC Education is only
just beginning!
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378 people enrolled in the 'Palliative Care: It's
not just Hospice Anymore' specialization.  
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Throughout the Division’s strategic planning efforts, education has remained at the forefront of our priorities. In
the School of Medicine, planning for curriculum reform is underway and the GIM Education Driver team is
working to identify how to best position GIM for the reform. GIM’s commitment to a one-of-a-kind curated
experience remained evident this year as we provided education and training to 34 Ambulatory Clerkship
students, 18 Foundations of Doctoring students, 1 APP Fellow, 28 primary care residents, and 60 categorical
residents. In addition to educating in the clinics, we have a number of faculty who educate in the lecture halls,
small group settings, and virtually. GIM is committed to shaping the 'doctors of tomorrow' into the strongest
clinicians they can be. 

Palliative Care continues to make huge strides in becoming a leading innovative program, and 2019 was no
exception. The Palliative Care Service received the American Hospital Association Circle of Life Award, a
prestigious honor for palliative care programs that use innovative approaches to serve people with serious illness
and demonstrate effective patient/family-centered care, all while keeping quality improvement and impactful
metrics at the forefront to ensure value. The Palliative Care Service was selected based on their
innovative programs, which define the meaning of creative thinking in care.

This year, GIM launched our very first strategic planning initiative. This project has moved through several phases
from design, gathering input and feedback, redesign, to implementation. The fruit of this effort includes a new
mission statement, six strategic priority teams driving progress toward our goals, and a vision for our future. Our
new mission statement, ‘Better Together,’ emphasizes our collective strengths - between our functional areas, work
groups, stakeholders, and patients - that make us unique. It connects our traditional tripartite mission and, like
the community garden in our strategic illustration, shows that the synergy of our interests and talents will produce
the greatest harvest.
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GIM’s research enterprise continues to be a pivotal cornerstone of our Division. Not only did we receive significant
funding, our researchers, faculty and staff produced an unprecedented 104 publications in FY19. All of these
accomplishments could not have happened without support from many entities within the campus and beyond. The
main focus of the Research Strategic Planning team this year has been working to leverage the infrastructure and
support available on this campus for researchers across the career continuum.

GIM experienced significant growth in the proportion of our patients who are on value-based contracts this year.
A portion of this is due to a single payer moving a substantial population to a value-based contract. This shift
continues to support our focus on population and value-based healthcare. The focus of operational improvements
in FY19 has been establishing a strong on-boarding process for the Division’s new faculty and staff. Through
written standard operating procedures, tip sheets and designated time for in-person welcomes from our
administrative team, our goal is to create an informative and seamless process.
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The Patient Care Strategic Planning Team got to work quickly once the new strategic plan was rolled out. This year
the focus was implementing team-based care in the primary care clinics and building effective communication
channels across the faculty teams. After thoughtful work to define roles, streamline communication, and gain
alignment on target populations, our clinics have seen improvements in all areas including the number of patient
enrolled in care management, visiting the dietitian, being supported by a pharmacist, receiving mental health
treatment, and more. Team-based care not only supports the measures required by value-based programs, it
provides a new level of access, support, and care for our patients.
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During the strategic plan design process, innovation was quickly identified as an important strategic priority.
However, it became clear that innovation was not just a priority, but rather a critical component of every priority.
With this realization, innovation became the reservoir that flows throughout our strategic plan. This perspective
underscores our commitment to looking at things differently, trying new things, learning from failure, and trying
again. It is with this spirit that each strategic priority will grow and the Division will prosper.

A vibrant culture is the bedrock for any strategic plan. One element of a strong culture is shared values. These
values help our community understand what is important to us as a Division and how each unique individual
contribution helps us achieve our goals. This year the Culture Strategic Planning Team released a new annual
review rubric for faculty. There is a crucial nexus between Division values, individual performance standards,
and Division success. Our new rubric moves us toward our goal of community and connection and emphasizes
our commitment to an academic approach.
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1,903 people from all over the world are enrolled
in PC Education Coursera online courses.
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